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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

Space Station Freedom has a Data Management System (DMS) which is the key
integrating data system for onboard communications and data processing. This design
must support the initial operations during the early years of assembly, yet evolve with the
station to support data system functionality over the Space Station's projected lifetime.
Future subsystem and payload processing requirements are likely to exceed the
capabilities of the current baseline architecture of the DMS. This study was designed to
define a low risk methodology for inserting new electro-optic technology into the DMS
global network and local bus networks to increase their data carrying capacities and to
speed messages and data flow between nodes or stations within the DMS in anticipation

of growing requirements.

LI THE ROLE OF THE DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The Data Management System is the infrastructure on Space Station Freedom
responsible for integrating information onboard into a cooperative whole. It allows
integrated data processing and communications for both the core functions and the
payloads. The DMS accommodates crew visibility and control over the subsystem and
provides application software processing capability for all onboard subsystems. The
DMS interfaces with the Communications & Tracking System (CTS) which permits
access to the RF digital data links extending DMS data support to the ground. The DMS
concept is based on a local area network of loosely coupled data processing stations.
Each data processing station is called a Standard Data Processor (SDP) and is based on a
microprocessor class PC computer. SDFs arc connected to one or more local busses that
permit monitoring and control of sensors and effectors used to create a unique subsystem
functional entity. Access between SDFs is accomplished through a global network. The
global network is an FDDI optical ring network designed to permit substantial increases
in subsystem data flow as the Space Station evolves.

1.2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this report is to provide recommendations on the insertion of new
electro-optical technology into the DMS global and local bus structure to increase their
data carrying capacities and speed messages and data flow between nodes or stations in
anticipation of growing requirements. The study described in this report had two
objectives: To recommend a low risk technique for increasing the data carrying capacity
and speed message flow in the local bus structure, and to examine and recommend
techniques for applying wavelength division multiplexing to local and global data bus

systems to support higher capacity transmission requirements.

The fast portion of the study examines the local bus structure currently employed in
the core and payload segments of the Space Station. The existing baseline system is
described and some of the limitations imposed by this network design arc reviewed. A
recommended network solution to overcome the limitations imposed by the existing



localdatabusdesignis presented.This recommendationemploys a supplementary high
speed collateral fiber optic network to augment the current DMS local bus design. A
collateral pipeline standard, currently under development for the European Fighter
Aircraft Program, permits aircraft originally designed to support MIL-STD-1553B data
busses to simultaneously support high data rate transfers over a parallel fiber optic
network. A detailed description of this standard, STANAG 3910, is presented. A
proposed network implementation applying this standard to the SSF local data topology
will then be described. Hardware, designed to support this avionic standards is currently
being produced in the United States and Europe. A section of this report will review this
available hardware and describe some of the implementation considerations associated
with applying this hardware to the Space Station. The local bus study will conclude with

an example, which uses this improved local data bus network concept to support
increased Payload downlink telemetry capabilities.

The second portion of this study examines the use of Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (WDM) technology to support fiber optic data bus structures within the
core and payload components of the Space Station. A portion of this study is devoted to
developing a dual wavelength approach to provide simultaneous optical transmission
channel communications over the improved local data bus structure. This application
permits the improved local bus infrastructure to support higher data rate communications
on the DMS. In a second portion of this WDM study a concept called spectral slicing is
employed to permit the existing global data bus structure to support four times its current
capacity. Both of these WDM applications are documented in this study.

The paper concludes with a summary of the results developed from this study and
how these results can provide a evolutionary growth path for improved data
communications within the DMS structure over the lifetime of the Space Station.
Recommendations are also presented in this report. These recommendations are
designed to permit an orderly evaluation of the design improvements presented in this
paper.
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SECTION 2

DMS LOCAL DATA BUS ENHANCEMENTS

2.1 EXISTING LOCAL BUS IMPLEMENTATION

The DMS local data bus is the interconnect structure designed to provide

connectivity between the high data rate ring network and the effectors, sensors and other

special interfaces [1]. The basic structure of the local bus is shown in figure 1. This
figure shows that the high data rate end of the local bus structure is supported by the
Standard Data Processor (SDP) unit. The other end of the local bus structure is

interfaced to either a Controller multiplexer/demultiplexer (MDM) or a Firmware

Controller (F/W Controller). The local bus structure is designed to conform with MIL-

STD-1553B. MK,-STD-1553B is an avionic standard developed to provide short word

length, low data rate messages communications using a command/response protocol.

The MIL-STD-1553B protocol is very deterministic and the requirement for a status

response at the conclusion of each message transfer provides a rapid means of fault

detection.

2.1.1 Local Bus Topology

The local bus topology implemented in Space Station Freedom provides redundant

communication paths to provide fault tolerance against single point failures. Figure 1
indicates that Local Bus A can be controlled from either of the two SDFs assigned to this

bus. The other SDP can be used as a remote terminal when not acting as the bus

controller. The figure also shows that Local Bus B is also supported by at least two

SDP's which have bus control capabilities.
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Figure 1. DMS Local Bus Structure

2.1.2 Standard Data Processor Design

The Standard Data Processor acts as a gateway between the high speed data

network associated with the FDDI global bus network and the MIL-STD-1553B low

speed local bus network. Figure 2 describes the general structure of the SDP design.

High speed traffic dcsignatexl for this specific SDP is moved from the global bus to the

SDP's Multibus II backplane through the Network Interface Adapter (NIA). The SDP is

supported by a 386-Based data processor capable of operating at 3.1 MIPS. This

processor is supported in the SDP with 4 to 16 Mbytcs of RAM. Software is provided in

the SDP to support standard services and application programs. The interface to the local

bus is supported by muidpl¢ 1553B Bus Interface Units (BIU's) and associated Bus

Interface Adapters (BIA's). The currant recommended design permits a single SDP to

support up to 18 local busses.
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2.1.3 Controller Multiplexer.Demultiplexer Design

The other end of the local bus structure is supported by the Controller Multiplexer-

Demultiplexer (MDM) Units. A diagram of the basic design structure of the MDM is
shown in figure 3. The MDM accepts commands and data from the local bus network.
These messages are decoded, and if a dam request was made, sensor information is sent
from the MDM to the appropriate designation. Information can also be sent to effectors
on the Spacecraft through the MDM by means of the local bus network.
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Figure 3. Controller Multiplexer-Demultiplexer (MDM) Design

The packing and unpacking of local data traffic is accomplished by a 386sx data

processor. This processor also supports user applications with 0.7 MIPS, 1.25 Mbytes of
RAM and 0.5 Mbytes of EEPROM. All interface communications with the local bus is

performed through a 1553B Bus Interface.

2.1.4 Local Bus Characteristics

The local bus characteristics conform to MIL-STD-1553B an avionic data bus

standard [2,3,4]. This standard calls for a serial multi-drop transmission configuration

constructed with shielded twisted-pair cable. Components interfaced to this bus must be

transformer coupled to permit terminal failures from disrupting bus operations and to

provide a good impedance match between the terminal elccu'onics and the transmission
medium.
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The data rate on the bus is ! Mbps, and the data is modulated on the bus using a
self-clocked Manchester II encoding technique. Three types of entities may exist on a
local bus: Bus Controllers, Remote Terminals, and Bus Monitors. Only one active bus
controller can appear on a bus at any time. The bus protocol is command/response, with
only the Bus Controller able to initiate bus commands. The maximum throughput data
rate on the bus is 748 kbps assuming 32 word (64 byte) messages. For shorter length

messages the throughput rate decreases due to penalties associated with increasing
overhead. The throughput rate for one word message transmissions is 210 kbps.

2.1.5 MIL-STD-1553B Protocol

The types of message transfers and the command and data words associated with
these transfers is shown in figure 4. Three type of data transfer modes are possible under
this protocol: Bus Controller-to Remote Terminal Transfers, Remote Terminal to Bus
Controller Transfers, and Remote Terminal to Remote Terminal Transfers.

Information can be transferred from the Bus Controller to a specific Remote
Terminal by having the Bus Controller place a command word on the data bus

designating, the type of transfer, the remote terminal address and the number of words
being transferred. The associated data words are then placed on the bus in a sequential
fashion. At the end of the transfer, the remote terminal verifies that the proper number of
words have been successfully received and responds with a status word. This
confirmation of the successful completion of each order is a key feature of the

command/response protocol.

7
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Figure 4. MIL-STDS-1553B Command Structure

To retrieve a series of data words from a specific remote terminal the bus controller
must invoke a Remote Terminal to Bus Controller Transfer. In this operation the bus
controller places a command word on the data bus designating this type of transfer,
specifying the remote terminal address, and the number of data words requested in the
Iransfcr. After the transmission of the data word there is a short pause before the

requesting remote terminal response with a status word. This status word indicates that
the command has been received and the remote terminal is responding to the requesL
The statusword is immediately followed by the number of data words requested by the
bus controller.

The third type of data transfer - Remote Terminal to Remote Terminal is a
composite action made up of the two previously described commands. The bus
controller orders this transfer by transmitting two command words back to back. The
first command word is a Bus Controller to Remote Terminal command word and
indicates to the selected receiving remote terminal the type of transfer, and the number of
words that should be received by that terminal. This command basically tells the

receiving remote terminal to "listen". The second command word is designated for the
remote terminal that is sending the information. This word indicates the type of transfer
and tells the addressed remote terminal to "send". The sending remote terminal responds

after a short pause with a status word indicating that it has received the command and is
preparing to transmit the designated number of words. This status message is followed
directly with the requested number of data words. At the end of the transmission there is
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another short pause and then the "listening" remote terminal responds to the bus
controller with a status word. This status word indicates that the number of words

requested were successfully received.

This form of command/response protocol not only provides confirmation of
successful results at the conclusion of each data transfer but it also provides transmission
faults and faults in remote terminal hardware to rapidly spotted. This function is very

valuable in recognizing and isolating system faults. As each local bus has both a backup
transmission network and a backup controller rapid identification of faulty transmissions
allow utilization of the backup hardware to minimize network downtime.

2.1.6 Rationale for Examining Local Bus Improvements

The low data rate transmission restrictions imposed by the MIL-STD-1553B

protocol creates a number of problems for local bus applications in the Space Station.
Existing local bus transmission capacity between the Standard Data Processors and the
core Multiplexer/Demultiplexer (MDM) units leave little margin for growth. The
MDM's represent a large pool of programmable processing power, but limitations
imposed by the current local bus structure provides minimum connectivity between
devices and between these units and the crew or ground. The current local bus protocol

was optimized for the short message length traffic associated with avionic applications.
Longer message length capability and a higher speed interconnect infrastructure is
necessary to support increasing data requirements. The existing local bus design
limitations reduces the flexibility to accommodate changes in functionality and

performance over the lifetime of Space Station Freedom.

2.2 EVOLUTION OF MULTIPLE SPEED DATA BUS DESIGNS

The existing Space Station Freedom local bus network employs the MIL-STD-
1553B avionics standard. This standard evolved into an accepted military avionic
standard in the mid 1970's. MIL-STD-1553B was designed to provided a flexible
interconnect mechanism for avionic electronics. When it was initially developed

processing power was very expensive and the number of processors employed in avionics
was severely limited. The command/response protocol associated with this standard
envisioned one smart controller and anumber of dumb terminals. Much of
communications associated with the early development of this standard required only
slow data rate transfers and were associated with short data word messages. As data

requirements increased, the data rate was maintained and multiple data busses were
employed to support the increasing avionic workload.

With the increased use of composite material in aircraft the application of fiber

optics as the transmission medium to support the MIL-STD- 1553 protocol became a
popular subject. A fiber optic companion standard to MIL-STD-1553 was developed as
MIDSTD-1773 [5]. This fiber optic standard maintained the same data rate and same
data word structure as the wire-standard. This was done to provide component

compatibility with avionic hardware already in the system while decreasing vulnerability
to EMP, EMC and grounding problems. MIL-STD-1773 has been installed in a series of
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avionicapplicationssuch as the AVgB but has not been used in an operationallysensitive

area.This standardhas alsobeen used invery noisy electronicenvironments such as

helicoptercontrolsystem applications.NASA recentlydeployed a Small Explorer

Satellitewhich employed MIL-STD-1773 asitsdam bus system [6].

As the network processingrequirementsincreasedmore processing power was

implemented inthe avionicterminalunits.To takeadvantage of thisincreasedcapability

itwas necessaryto examine protocolchanges which could support higherdata transfer

ratesand longermessage lengths.With theavailabilityof fiberopticsas the transmission

medium, the dataraterestrictionsimposed by the limitedbandwidth of the twisted

shieldedpairwire no longerapplied.In theearly 1980'sa concept employing variable

dataratetransmissionwas developed, atMITRE, based on the extended bandwidth

capabilitiesof fiberoptictransmissionmedium [7]. A modificationto M/L-STD-1773

was proposed, using thisconcept,tosupportincreaseddataratetransferswhile providing

backward capabilitywith existingI Mbps avionichardware [8].This implementation

has become known asdual speed MIL-STD-1773. In the dual speed process the bus

controlleroperatesat I Mbps and supportsexistingI Mbps avionichardware. When two

terminalscapable of supportinghigherspeed transfersarerequestedtopass information,

the interconnectisestablishedat I Mbps and the associatedstatuswords are returnedat

the low data rate.The high speed terminalsthen shiftgears and exchange data ata higher

rate such as 20 Mbps. In the same time frame that would normally permit the
transmission of 32 sixteen bit words, these terminals can transfer 640 sixteen bit words.

Work on dual speed MIL-STD-1773 network implementations have been prototyped and

ongoing research continues under government sponsorship. However, this

implementation requires replacing the twisted shielded pair cable networks, currently

installed on production avionics, with fiber optic transmission medium.

In the mid 1980'stheUnited Stateswas providingaircrafttoour NATO partners

equipped with MIL-STD-1553B avionicdatabusses. Some of the NATO requirements

foravionicterminalhardware exceeded the 1 Mbps datatransferratesupported by MIL-

STD-1553B. At thattime,severalof the European members requestedNATO's

permission to develop a standardto supportmultiplespeed dataratetransmission.As the

aircraftalreadyhad MIL-STD-1553B databusses installed,which would adequately

supportlow speed traffic,they proposed theuse of a fiberopticcollateralpipelinedesign

topermit parallelhigh speed data transfersunder low speed control.The standard

developed from thiseffortwas designatedas STANAG 3910 (NATO standardization

agreement 3910). This isthe standardthatisbeing recommended forimplementation to

augment the existinglocalbus structureof the Space Station.This implementation can

supporthigherdataratesand longermessage lengthcapabilitywhere required.

10



2.3 ENHANCED LOCAL BUS IMPLEMENTATION CONCEPT

The suggested solution for providing an evolutionary growth path for local data bus

design is to overlay a STANAG 3910 network over the existing MIL-STD-1553B cable

plant. The STANAG 3910 standard was conceived as a method of eliminating just the

form of data bus growth limitations being recognized in local bus network of Space
Station Freedom. The standard was designed to maintain the deterministic nature of the

command/response protocol and provide compatibility with all of the terminal hardware

designed for operation with MIL-STD-1553B word lengths and data rates. However, the
introduction of the high speed parallel transmission network permits selective equipments

to operate at much higher data rate and support longer data messages. These high speed

parameters provide the flexibility necessary to support new media transfers such as

digitized compressed video and additional future services.

2.3.1 Characteristics of STANAG 3910 Networks

STANAG 3910 is a standard describing a high speed data transmission network

supported under MII_STD-1553B control [9, 10]. This improved data bus system offers

high speed transmission capability over a parallel fiber optic network, but maintains full

compliance with the existing MIL-STD-1553B data bus standard.

2.3.1.1 Topologies

A comparison of local bus architectures supporting MK,-STD-1553B and
STANAG 3910 standards are shown in figure 5. The upper diagram in figure 5

illustrates the standard implementation of the low speed linear bus network associated

with MIL-STD-1553B.

The middle illustration in figure 5 shows the high speed network implemented as a

linear bus using "T" couplers. The bidirectional 'T' coupled configuration has a

topology that is very similar to that of the low speed network. However, 'T' coupled

optical data busses suffer from a number of problem associated with optical power
distribution.

The bottom diagram in figure 5 shows the high speed network configured in a star

centered topology. Two types of star centered networks are possible depending on the

type of star coupler employed. If a transmissive passive star element is used a pair of
fibers must be run from each terminal device to the star element. One of these fibers is

used for transmission and one fiber for reception. If a reflective passive star element is

used only one fiber must be deployed between each terminal unit and the star element. In

the reflective star configuration a second optical power splitting element must be used to

permit the terminal's source and receiver elements to share the same fiber. The passive

reflective star requires only half the installed fiber cable plant of the transmissive star

topology but this advantage is obtained at the cost of additional required optical power.

Figure 5 also illustrates that the network interfaces, in the bus controller and remote
terminal units, must be modified to convert the existing MIL-STD-1553B local busses to

a STANAG 3910 configuration. This modification includes the addition of a high speed

11



fiber optic transceiverto support the optical bus interface and a STANAG 3910

integrated protocol chip set to service this new high spe_ network.

MIL-STD-1553B

Bus Remote Remote [ i

Conlmler Te _inal TerminaJ I LhearBu; •

Remote
TenT.hal

Low S C hannel

High Speed Charnel

Bus Re mote Remote
Cortmler Te m_hal Terminal

STA NAG-3910 i

Low )eed Channel

High Speed Channel

Figure 5. Comparison of Local Bus Architectures

2.3.1.2 STANAG 3910 Command Structure

me command structure used in STANAG 3910 is shown in figure 6. The

STANAG 3910 command structure closely follows the MIL-STD-1553B

command/response command structure described earlier. However in each command
series an additional word is employed to indicate the requirements for a high speed

transfer.
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In requesting a high speed data transfer of information from the bus controller to a
remote terminal a command word is initiated on the low spe_ channel. The command

word is issued, with a unique subaddmss, followed by a single data word. Through the

unique subaddmss, called the High Speed Subaddress, the following data word is

recognized as a High Speed Action Word, containing all of the information required to

control the high spe_ data traffic. Upon receipt of the command word the receiving

remote terminal responses with the appropriat_ status word on the low speed channel.

Some finite time later the high speed data frame is transmitted from the bus controller to

the remote terminal over the fiber optic network.

In a similarmanner a high speed datatransferrequestforinformationfrom a remou_

terminalisinitiated,by thebus controller,with a normal command word over the low

speed bus. As in theprevious case the command word containsa unique subaddrcss

indicatingthata high speed data transferwilloccur. The command word isfollowed by

a High Speed Action Word. The terminaldesignatedtotransferinformationto the bus

controllerresponse with a statusword indicatingproper receiptof the command over the

low speed channel. Some finitet£rnelaterthe requesteddata istransferredfrom the

designatedremote terminaltothe bus controllerover the high speed fiberopticchannel.

MIL-STD-15S38 Bus

High Speed

Bus Conlmlk_-t_Tl" Transfer

RT-to-Bus CoNTolIer Tmrwfef

TRMISFF.R MODES

--"I:+++++....... ......................++I

,'+-,,, i .. i i
+ J!ii::i:_::i:::::!i+..++............................................................................................;._.-,....._.+'-::+:__1

RT-Io-ITr 'Trsns'ler

Figure 6. STANAG-3910 Command Structure
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To initiate aremoteterminal to remote terminal data transfer on the high speed fiber

optic network a composite series of commands described above are executed on the low

speed channel. A command word is issued, on the low speed channel by the bus
controllerto theremote terminaldesignatedtoreceivethe message. This command word

incorporatesthe unique high speed subaddress.The command word isfollowed by a

High Speed Action Word. The receivingremote terminalthenresponses,over the low

channel,with a statusword indicatingreceiptof the receivecommand. The bus

controllerthen issuesa command, on thelow speed channel,tothe remote terminal

designated totransmitthe high speed datamessage. This command alsocontainsthe

unique subaddress indicatingresponse on the high speed network. A High Speed Action

Word isalsotransmittedafterthiscommand word. The remote terminaldesignated as

thetransmittingterminalresponses with a statusword, on the low speed channel,
followed a shorttime laterwith a transmissionof a remote terminaltoremote terminal

transferover the high speed channel.

2.3.1.3 Comparison of Data Throughput Rates

A comparison of the throughput data rates associated with MIL-STD- 1553B local
bus network and STANAG 3910 network is shown in figure 7 [11]. This diagram

describes the effective data throughput rate as a function of packet size. In this diagram it

can be seen that the MII.-STD-1553B network approaches a throughput rate of 748 kbps

for a transmission packet of thirty-two 16 bit words. After thirty-two words the data

throughput rate remains constant for increasing packet length transmissions.

The STANAG 3910 datathroughput ratecontinuestoincreasewith packet size.At

the maximum packet sizeof 4096 sixteenbitwords (8192 bytes)the effectivedata rateis

approximately 19.2Mbps. This shows thattheincreaseindatathroughput varies

between a factorof 10 forpacket lengthslongerthan 64 sixteenbitdata words toa factor

of 25 forpacket lengthslongerthan 1000 sixteenbitwords.

The results of this analysis indicate that the use of STANAG 3910 provides an

excellentvehicleforboth shortmessage length/lowdam rateperformance and long

message length/highdata rateperformance. Shortpacket lengthtrafficcan continue to

operateon the low speed twistedshieldedpairmedium while high speed,longerpacket

lengthmessages can be efficientlymoved on thefiberopticnetwork. As the low speed

network isonly requiredto setup the high speed transfer,otherlow speed trafficcan be

handled on thelow speed channel concurrentlywith the high speed communications.

14
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2.3.1.4 STANAG 3910 Network Structure

The suggested topology for implementing STANAG 3910 as a supplement to the
current local bus design, for Space Station Freedom, is shown in figure 8. This diagram
shows a fully redundant reflective star based network. Busses A and B designate the dual
redundant local bus networks that currcndy exist on Space Station. The MIL-STD-
1553B chips shown in this diagram arc the current devices pmsendy installed in the SDP,
MDM and F/W controller devices to process information on the local bus network.

The heart of the modification that converts the existing MIL-STD-1553B local
network into a STANAG 3910 network is the STANAG 3910 Protocol Chip. This chip
interfaces with the existing MIL-STD-1553B chip and to the subsystem backplane. A
high speed memory is employed with this protocol chip to permit buffering between the
high speed fiber optic network and the subsystem backplane. In some versions of the
STANAG 3910 system design a CMOS to positive ECL u'anslator chip is employed
between the STANAG 3910 Protocol Device and the fiber optic transceivers. This chip

permits the proper voltage level transitions to occur between the ECL technology in the
fiber optic transceivers and the CMOS technology used in the integrated circuits of the

protocol chip.

The fiber optic transceiver contains an LED transmitter, a PIN receiver, a 50/50
internal optical splitmr, and a clock recovery circuit. Data to b¢ transmitt_ on the high
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speed network is sent from the protocol device to the optical u'ansmitter in the transceiver
unit. A portion of the optical signal developed by the LED transmitter is coupled to the
transmission network through the built-in 3 dB coupler. In receiving information a
portion of the optical signals, from the reflective star, is coupled to the PIN receiver
through the built-in 3 dB coupler. The receiver converts this information from optical to
electrical format. A built-in clock recovery unit recovers the clock from the received
signal, and the recovered clock and data information is passed on to the STANAG 3910
Protocol Device through the level translation logic. The data rate on the optical network
is 20 Mbps, and the data is modulated on the bus using a self-clocked Manchester ]I
encoding technique.

The fiber optic network is designed around a passive reflective star element. This
element mixes the optical information from each input and then reflects the composite
optical signal proportionally back into each fiber. With this device and the 3 dB splitters
installed in each fiber optic transceiver only one fiber is requh-ed between each optical
transceiver and the star element. Figure 8 shows a fully redundant configuration which
requires two transceivers at each terminal device and two reflective stares in the network.
This configuration is fully compatible with the 3910 standard and matches the dual
redundant requirements imposed in the Space Stations local bus network design.

The fiber optic network characteristics established by the standard change with the
type of fiber employed. STANAG 3910 fiber optic interface characteristics have been
established for both 100/140 micron step index fiber and 200/280 micron step index
fiber. These characteristics are documented in Tables 1 and 2 [12]. Step index fiber have
traditionally been the fiber of choice for avionic applications, as these fibers are less
susceptible to darkening from extended exposure to gamma radiation. However, they
tend to have a lower numerical aperture than their graded index counterparts which
results in lower values of couple power. Special 100/140 micron graded index fibers are
currently under development to support the global data bus in Space Station Freedom but
detailed technical information on this effort were not available at the time of this study.
In the Small Explorer Satellite recently developed by NASA GSFC a graded index
100/140 micron Coming ISDF-1508 fiber was used. The numerical aperture of this fiber
is 0.29.
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2.3.2 Proposed Enhanced Local Bus Implementation

As an example of how the 3910 standard might be implemented in the Space
Station the topology associatedwith core local buses was examined. Figure 9 shows the
topology associated with local bus 1 (LB1) and local bus 2 (LB2) as developed from the
DMS Architectural Overview. This figure shows four Standard Data Processors
interconnected over the SDP1 local bus. Two local busses emanate from the SDP's, with
local bus 1 (LB1) servicing 8 Controller Multiplexer/Demultiplexers (MDM's) and one
firmware controller and local bus 2 (LB2) servicing 8 lVlDM's and 10 firmware
controllers. This network configuration permits any of the four SDP's, associated with
LB 1 &LB2, to act as a bus controller or remote terminals on this network. This network

is duplicated as each of the SDP's, MDM's and F/W Controllers are connected to both an
"A" Bus and a "B" Bus (not shown on figure 9). This redundant connectivity eliminates
total network failures due to the loss of one of twisted shielded pair cable networks. One

of the SDFs is usually designated as a backup bus controller so that data communications
can continue with the loss of the SDP functioning as the primary bus controller.
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Figure 9. Twisted Pair Cable Topology for SDPI Local Bus

To apply the 3910 standard to the local bus structure shown in figure 9 a fiber optic
collateral network must be installed. Figure 10 shows the same local bus configuration

designed to support both low data rate and high data rate traffic. In this configuration a

passive reflective star element forms the hub of the fiber optic high speed network while

the low speed MIL-STD-1553B network remains untouched. Fiber optic cables are

deployed between each of the SDP's and the reflective star. In a similar manner fiber

optic cable is installed from each of the MDM_s to the reflective star element. The
firmware controllers are not connected into the high speed data network as their data

transfer rate requirements can be satisfied by the twisted shielded pair transmission

medium. The termination ports on the SDP's and MDM's, connected to the fiber optic

network, must be modified to accept the STANAG 3910 components. As indicated

earlier this modification requires the installation of a fiber optic wansceiver, a STANAG

3910 Protocol integrated circuit chip and a high speed random access memory module.

The reflective star element in figure 10 must support 20 fiber optic ports. One from

each of the 16 MDM's and one from each of the four SDP's. Ifa 24 port reflective star is

employed and standard EFA sources and receivers are employed 14 dB of optical budget
should be available to compensate for cable and connector losses from any terminal unit

to any other terminal uniL This loss budget appears adequate for the multiple connector

configurations associated with the modular construction techniques required in the Space
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Station. Modular construction techniques insure that large numbers of connectors will be

encountered in the optical network.
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Figure 10. SDPI Local Bus Connectivity using STANAG-3910

(Single Redundancy)

For completeness a dual redundant implementation of the local bus configuration
designed to support STANAG 3910 is shown in figure 11. This configuration includes
the use of two reflective stars and requires an optical interface from each star to each
SDP and MDM. In a similar manner it can be seen that each SDP and MDM are
connected to each of the redundant local twisted shielded pair busses (LB1 A&B or LB2

A&B). This implementation will insure that a single point failures of either transmission
medium will not adversely effect network performance. When a transmission failure is
detected data transfers are shifted from the active bus to the standby bus. To prevent one
cable accident from severing both transmission cables the active and standby Cables are

usually run over diverse routes.

This example covers only a fraction of the local busses designed to support the Data
Management System at PMC. These local busses support 66 MDM's and 154 firmware
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controllers. The fiber optic collateral pipelines do not have to support the fLrmware

controll_'s as these devices operate at data rates that can be supported over the current

twisted shielded pair transmission system.

SDP SDP
SDP 1B SDP 1A MTC 1A MTC 1B
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LB2 Reflective
Star Element

Reflective
Star Element

MDM's

(s)
F/W Controllers

(1)
MDM's

(8)
F/W Controllers

(10)

Figure 11. SDP1 Local Bus Connectivity using STANAG-3910

[Dual Redundancy)

2.4 AVAILABLE HARDWARE AND IMPLEMENTATION
CONSIDERATIONS

With the development of the European Fighter Aircraft (EFA) a unique

configuration for STANAG 3910 was selected. This design chose fiber optics as the

transmission medium and a reflective star centered topology for the network

configuration. The design employed large scale semiconductor technology to limit the

number of components necessary to add the high speed capability to the existing low data

rat, bus design. In addition, the system was designed to support dual redundancy to

permit either a twisted shielded pair or fiber bus to be switched to a back-up medium if

network problems are detected.

2.4.1 EFA Terminal Architecture
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An example of the terminal hardware built for the EFA program is shown in figure
12. The MIL-STD-1553B Remote terminal chip is the same type of chip developed for

military aircraft applications and currently used as the remote terminal chip for the Space
Station Freedom's local busses. The chip is transformer coupled to the twisted pair

transmission medium to provide impedance matching and isolate the terminal from the
data bus in case of terminal failure. Like the MIL-STD-1553B remote terminal chip

these transformers are universal components. The MIL-STD-1553B remote terminal is
also connected to the equipment subsystem bus to allow information to be loaded and
removed from the remote terminal for communications with other components on the

local bus.

Equipment/

MIL-STD-15S3B
Remote Terminal

(BUS 61559)
L_-Data

Hlgh-Speed
Protocol Chlp

(RT 3910)

HS Dam

HSCIock

2XSIngle Channel FO Trsn_-,elverz

(FOF 3910)

A

HighSpeed
F_- Opec

Bus
B

l HS - RAM J

Figure 12. EFA Terminal Architecture

The heart of the EFA STANAG 3910 high speed design is the High-Speed Protocol

Chip [13]. This device also connects to the equipment subsystem bus to allow
information on the high speed data network to be loaded or extracted. The High-Speed

Protocol Chip can also be interconnected directly to the MIL-STD-1553B remote
terminal chip. This interface is available if the MIL-STD-1553B chip has the capability
to support external extended memory. If this facility is not available on the remote
terminal chip selected, all hand-shaking between the remote terminal chip and High-
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Speed ProtocolChip willtakeplaceoverthesubsystembus. Iftheremoteterminalhas
thecapabilitytosupportexternalmemory thisfacilitycan be usedtodirectlyhand-shake
withtheHigh-Speed ProtocolChip. The High-SpeedProtocolChip isalso

interconnected to a high speed _ module. This module acts as a high speed buffer
permitting data to be moved to and from the subsystem bus at that facilities convenience.
The High Speed ProtocolChip interconnectstotheFiberOpticTransceiverthrougha
dataand clockinterface.Thisinterfacesendshighspeeddatatotheopticaltransmitter
duringtransmission,and receivesrecoveredclockand highspeeddataduringthereceive

process.

The current EFA design employs two single channel fiber optic transceivers. Each
transceiver consists of a CMOS to ECL level converter a fiber optic LED transmitter unit,
a PIN fiber optic receiver unit, a data recovery unit and a "Y" coupler. The "Y" coupler
permits the single fiber optic line interfaced to the fiber optic transceiver to operate in a
bidirection manner. The EFA fiber optic transceivers are designed to interface with
either 200/280 micron or 100/140 micron fiber.

2.4.2 EFA Fiber Optic Bus Characteristics

The EFA versionofSTANAG 3910 employs a ManchesterIIencodingscheme
witha 20 Mbps datarateand a 40 M Baud signalingrate.The fiberspecifiedforthe
EFA Program isa stepindex,multimode (200/280micron)fiberwitha 0.24numerical
aperture.Thisfiberhasa coreofpurefusedsilicaand a doped fusedsilicacladding.
Thiscombinationreducesthenumber of colorcentersinthefibergeneratedby gamma
radiation.The fiberhasa minimum attenuationof3.0dB/km and a maximum
attenuationof 15.0dB/km.

The optical transmitters in the fiber optic transceiver are specified to couple -0.5 +
3.5 dBm into the 200/280 micron wansmission fiber. At the present time production
transceivers are being manufactured which provide -0.2 dBm of coupled power. The
optical receivers in the transceiver units are designed to provide a BER of 10-l° with a
minimum input power level of-37.0 dBm. At the present time production receivers are
available with receiver sensitivity levels of -35 dBm.

The principal component in the EFA fiber optic network is a passive star
component. This component is designed into a reflective star topology. The star element
is designed usingm_dng _ with mirrored end faces. Stars are available in sizes
ranging from 24 to 32 ports. The current production reflective stars have 24 ports and
impose 17 dB of losses due to power splitting and excess losses. The "Y" couplers,
permittingbidirectionaloperationaredesignedintotheopticaltransceiverand producea
50/50power split.The networkemploys aconnectordesignedspecificallyforthis
program. Thisconnectorisa ruggedizedform ofthestandardFC./PCconnectordesigned
tofitthe280 microndimensionoftheEFA stepindexfiber.

The fiber optic media interface characteristics of the reflective star coupled bus

using 100/140 micron fiber is given in table 1. The same characteristics for a reflective
star coupled bus using 200/280 micron fibers is shown in table 2.
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Table 1. Fiber Optic Media Interface Characteristics:

Type F-4 (Reflective Star Coupled Bus with 100/1401am Fiber)
(Y Coupler internal to the Optical Transceiver)

Parameter Description Requh-ement umts

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS
Encoding Method

Rd
Rs

To
Tm
Rsts
Rlts
Sp
Sitg
Wl
W2
BW

Data Rate
Signaling Rate

Nominal Bit Time

Signaling Tune
Short Term Stability

Long Term Stability
Preamble Size
Minimum Intertransmission Gap

Optical Wavelength Lower
Optical Wavelength Upper
Spectral Bandwidth

Manchester
20
40

50
25
0.01
0.03
40

2.0 + Sp.To
800
880
<60

TRANSMrITER CHARACTERISTICS
"IX Optical Power (Signal i_gh)

Tf

Tdpw

Tous

TI
Tds

TX Residual Power (Signal Low)
"IX Leakage Power (TX Off)

TX Leakage Power Ripple RMS
TX Maximum Rise Time
TX Maximum Fall Time
TX Maximum Pulse Width
Distortion
TX Combined Over/Under-Shoot
TX Initialize Time
Data Streaming Time, out

-3.5 +3.5

Tpo - 14.0
-40.0
-60.0
10.0
10.0
2.5

5.0
24.0to32.0
4.15-I-70%

Mbps
MBau
d
ns

ns

%
%
Bit

IJ.s
nm
nm

nm

dBm

dBm
dBm

dBm
ns

ns

ns

%

Its
ms
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Table 1. (Continued)

Fiber Optic Media InterfaceCharacteristics:

(ReflectiveStarCoupled Bus with 100/140l_m Fiber)

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS

Rklr

Rr
Rf
RI
Rlout

Rdp 

Rbcr

RX Maximum Optical Power Input

RX Recovery Time after Rpo dBm
Input
RX Operating Range
RX Interu'ansmission Dynamic

Range
RX Minimum Optical Power Input
RX Combined Over/Under-Shoot

RX Input Maximum Rise Time
RX Input Maximum Fall Time
RX Initialize Time

RX Initialize Ttmeout
RX Maximum Pulse Width
Distortion
Maximum Bit Error Rate

+5.0
100

TBD
TBD

-39.0
10.0
12.5
14.5
24.0
185 4" 15.0
5.0

10-10

dBm

dB
dB

dBm

%
ns
ns

tts
ns

TRANSMISSION MEDIA CHARACTERISTICS

Dco_

Dclad
Ncorc

Nclad
Eco/cl
NAth

nco-ncl

Dcm

Amin

Amax

Riso

Fiber Type

Fiber Material

Fiber Core Diameter

Fiber Cladding Diameter

Non Circularity of Core

Non Circularityof Cladding

ConcentricityError Core/Cladding

FiberNumerical Aperture
RefractiveIndex Difference

(Core/Cladding)
Maximum Net Distortion

Minimum Transmission Media

Attenuation

Maximum Transmission Media

Attenuation

FO JacketingAmbient Light

Coupling

Step index,
multimode

Core: doped
fused silica

Cladding:
doped fused
silica
100± 6.0
140± 8.0
_<4.0
<4.0
.<_4.0

0.26 ± 0.03
TBD

3.0
TBD

TBD

-60.0

_m

pm
%

%

tun

ns

dB

dB

dBm
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Table 2.

Fiber Optic Media Interface Characteristics: Type F-3.2
(Reflective Star Coupled Bus with 200/280 pJn Fiber)

(Y Coupler internal to the Optical Transceiver)

Parameter Description Requirement Units

Rs

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS

Encoding Method
Data Rate
Signaling Rate

To
Tm
Rsts
Rlts
Sp
Sitg
Wl
W2
BW

Nominal Bit Time
Signaling Tune
Short Term Stability
Long Term Stability
Preamble Size
Minimum Intertransmission Gap
Optical Wavelength Lower
Optical Wavelength Upper
Spectral Bandwidth

Manchester II
20

40
Mbps
MBau

TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS

Tf
T_w

Tous

TI
T_

TX Optical Power (Signal High)
"IX Residual Power (Signal Low)
TX Leakage Power (TX Off)
"IX Leakage Power Ripple RMS
TX Maximum Rise Time
TX Maximum Fall Time
TX Maximum Pulse Width
Distortion
TX Combined Over/Under-Shoot
TX Initialize Time
Dam Streaming Timeout

5O
25
0.01
0.03
4O

2.0+ Sp.To
770
85O
<60

-0.5 2:3.5
T - 14.0
-_.0
-60.0
10.0
10.0
2.5

5.0
24.0to32.0
4.152:20%

d
ns

ns

%
%
Bit
gs
nm
nln

nm

dBm

dBm
dBm
dBm
ns

ns

ns

%

ms
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Table 2. (Continued)

Fiber Optic Media Interface Characteristics:
(Reflective Star Coupled Bus with 200/280 Ixm Fiber)

RECEIVER CHARACIt_RISTICS

Ror
Ridr

Rr
Rf
RI
Riout

Rdpw

RX Maximum Optical Power Input
RX Recovery Time after Rpo dBm
Input
RX Operating Range
RX Intertransmission Dynamic

Range
RX Minimum Optical Power Input
RX Combined Over/Under-Shoot

RX Input Maximum Rise Time
RX Input Maximum Fall Time
RX Initialize Time

RX Initialize Timeout
RX Maximum Pulse Width

!Distortion
Maximum Bit Error Rate

+7.0
100

25.0
23.0

-37.0

10.0
12.5
14.5
24.0
185 + 15.0
5.0

10-10

dB
dB

_Bm

%
nS

ns

gts

ns

TRANSMISSION MEDIA CHARACTERISTICS,

De.ore

Dclad
Ncore
Nclad

Dcm

A_

A_

Rk,_

Fiber Type

Fiber Material

Fiber Core Diameter

Fiber Cladding Diameter

Non Circularity of Core
Non Circularity of Cladding

ConccntricityError Core/Cladding

FiberNumerical Aperture
RefractiveIndex Difference

(core/Cladding)

Maximum Net Distortion

Minimum Transmission Media

Attenuation
Maximum Transmission Media

Attenuation

FO JacketingAmbient Light

Coupling

Step index,
multimode

Core: pure
fused silica

Cladding:
doped fused
silica

200 + 3.0
278 + 2.0
_;2.5
_2.0
_1.0

0.24

(20 ±

1.2). 10 -3
3.0
15.0

33.0

-60.0

tun
p.m
tun
pan
pan

ns

dB

dB

dBm
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2.4.3 EFA Component Suppliers

A number of companies are currently involved in developing production hardware
to the EFA specifications. Listed below are some of the companies associated with the

EFA program and the products that they produce:

C-MAC Microdreuits Limited, Norfolk, United Kingdom

Terminal Chip Sets

Fiber Optic Transceivers

Reflective Star Elements

GEC, Rochester, Kent, United Kingdom

Terminal Chip Sets

Litton Scientific, Blacksburg, Virginia, U.S.A.

Fiber Optic Transceivers

Test Boards

Alcatel (SEL) Stuggart, Germany

Terminal Chip Sets

Fiber Optic Transceivers

Reflective Star Elements

Test Boards

Dassault Electronique, Paris, France

Terminal Chip Sets
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DDC, Bohemia, New York

MIL-STD-1553B Remote Terminal Chip Sets

Marketing Agent for STANAG 3910 Components

In addition to this list of components a testbed exists at Messcrschmitt-Btlkow-

Blohm GmbH (MBB) in Munich, Germany. The purpose of this testbed is to insure that

all of the system components developed for the EFA Program function as advertised, and

are compatible with products from other sources. British Aerospace also has a testbed

facility at Bough, UK, where component level compatibility can be tested.

Table 3 presents some of the physical properties of the 3910 components. These

factors include physical size and power. The chip set characteristic shown in table 3 are

from the CMAC 3910 Optical Kit produced C-MAC Microcircuits Limited, South

Denes, Norfolk England. The chip components are produced by C-MAC and the optical
transceivers are produced by Litton Scientific, Blacksburg, VA. This chip set includes a

separate level converter to match the integrated circuit technology in High Speed

Protocol to the circuit technology used in the optical transceivers.

Table 3. Physical Characteristics of STANAG 3910 Components

Component Power Consumption Size

Fiber Optic Transceiver Standby - 1.5 watts
50% Transmit - 2.45 watts

50 mm x 30 mm x 14 mm
Connector Extension 14

Level Translator 1.1 watts 44 Pin JEDEC LCC

High Speed Protocol
(I-ISP 3910)

1.4 watts

Leaded Chip Carrier (LCC)

19.05 mm × 19.02 mm

MIL-STD-1553B chip Standby-l.2 watts
50% Transmit - 2.4 watts

53 mm x 47.5 mm

It can be seen from this information that a number of sources of hardware capable

of supporting a STANAG 3910 overlay of the Space Stations local bus network is

available. These components were not designed for the Space environment but have

been built to avionic standards where temperature, shock, vibration, vacuum and

radiation are design concerns.
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2.5 EXAMPLE APPLICATION OF IMPROVED LOCAL DATA BUS
NETWORK

As part of this study several potential applications involving the insertion of
elecm>optic technology into the DMS local bus structure were examined. These studies
centered around the addition of STANAG 3910 processing and transmission hardware to

existing local bus networks to increase data carrying capacities and speed message and
data flow between nodes in anticipation of growing requirements. This section will
describe the use of collateral fiber optic pipeline technology to increase downlink data

transmission capability for payload module users.

2.5.1 Baseline Payload Module Topology

Payload facilities are designed as a platform for conducting experiments on-board
Space Station Freedom. Figure 13 shows a Data Management System view of the data
connectivity associated with a typical payload facility. The payload DMS structure is
built around a payload FDDI network interconnecting a series of ring concentrators units
(Rffs). The payload FDDI is interconnected to the Space Station Freedom's core FDDI
network through a pair of bridge units (BR's) using ring concentrators. The payload
FDDI network is connected to the experimental packages through a ring concentrator and

a Standard Data Processor. In this application the SDP has been labeled as PEP, the
Payload Executive Processor. The PEP acts as a data bus controller to distribute
commands and data, and collect data from the experiments over a series of MIL-STD-
1553B local busses. The other end of these local busses interface to

Multiplexer/Demultiplexer Units (MDM's) which decode the communications from the
SDP and transfer information to the experimental packages through the appropriate
effectors. In the same manner data collected by the sensors on the experimental packages
are multiplexed together in the MDM's and sent, on command, to the PEP for muting to
the crew for on-board monitoring or recording, or to the ground through the appropriate

downlink telemetry channels.

Uplink telemetry or commands are provided to the payload facilities from the
ground over S-Band radio links via the core FDDI network to the payload FDDI network
by means of bridges and ring concentrators on the payload high speed network. A pair of
bridges and associated ring concentrators are used between the two ring networks to
provide a dual redundant path.

In the current configuration downlink telemetry is provided to the intermediate rate
gateway 0RGW) through the ring concentrator, associated with the PEP, the payload
FDDI ring network and the ring concentrator associated with the IRGW.
Communications is also provided to the Japanese Experimental Module (JEM) through
the payload ring network,'ring concentrators and the JEM gateway (JEM GW1).
Additional communication paths are provided to Columbus through the European Space

Agency Gateway (ESA GW2). The IRGW is connected to the high rate data link patch
panel (HRDL patch panel) by means of a fiber optic link. The HRDL patch panel acts as
a fusion point permitting individual fiber optic lines from the IRGW, fiber optic point-to-
point links from the US payload laboratory racks and fiber optic information from the
international high data rate payloads to be formed into an 8 fiber optical cable. This
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cable is used to interconnect the HRDL patch panel with the communications and

macking high rate frame multiplexer (C&T HRFM). The C&T HRFM converts the

optical information to electrical format and then multiplexes the input data streams into a

composite 42 Mbps data stream for transmission to the ground over the K_-Band

downlink telemetry system.

2.5.2 Data Communications Constraints

The existing DMS interconnect system associated with the payload module has

several data constraints. The payload FDDI network has the potential of supporting data

rates of I00 Mbps. However, the network interface adapter between the ring
concentrator and the PEP reduces this throughput rate to 10 Mbps at the PEP. The PEP is

then interconnected to the experimental packages in the associated payload to the MDM's
through a series of standard avionic MIL-STD-1553B data busses. The M]L-STD-1553B

data busses are implemented in twisted-shielded pair cabling and each bus is designed to

support a 1 Mbps data rate. The maximum throughput rate of this bus design, after

removal of the overhead support structure is 748 Kbps. This data transmission rate is

sufficient for uplink performance but may inhibit the downlink telemetry of real time
experiments, or the support of digitized compressed video. Each of the MIL-STD-1553B

data busses must support both the transmission of data to the experimental packages and

extraction of data from the experimental packages unless the package has its own

interface to the payload network or the HRDL patch panel.
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Figure 13. Existing Payload Connectivity to DMS and Telemetry System

2.5.3 Proposed Solution to Increase Payload Downlink Capacity

The proposed solution for increasing the downlink data transmission capability
involves the use of a collateral fiber optic pipeline to overlay a portion of the DMS

payload. An implementation augmenting the existing payload local bus su'ucmre with
this fiber optic mechanization is shown in figure 14. On the right side of this figure it can
be seen that the MDM's in each experimental group are interconnected together with a

passive reflective fiber optic star to form a high speed optical transmission network. The
MDM's arc interconnected to this fiber optic network through a STANAG 3910

communications chip and a fiber optic transceiver. One port on each optical wansmission

network is terminated in a device called the Downlink Interface Unit. In a similar

manner, a port on each of the MIL-STD- 1553B local data busses is also interconnected to
the Downlink Interface Unit. Each of the fiber optic and twisted shielded pair lines are
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terminated in an STANAG 3910 card. This card contains a MIL-STD-1553 transceiver,

a STANAG 3910 communications chip and a fiber optic transceiver. The Downlink

Interface Unit integrates the STANAG 3910 cards into a data processing backplane

together with a TAXI chip, local data processing capability, and perhaps a zone of
exclusion recorder.
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"lb Corn Ne_ofk
Command Uplink

ToJEM

InmmmimalHDR P/L

HRDL !_

Tdem e_y Dowrt[nk
('_ K_Bmd)

Downlhklrmdam Unit

Figure 14. Payload Connectivity of DMS with Improved Downlink Telemetry
Capability

When high speed output data is scheduled to be communicated with the ground the

PEP sends a series of commands to a selected MDM, associated with experimental data

being collected, and STANAG-3910 chip set in the downlink interface unit associated
with that downlink data. This action moves the downlink data from an experimental

package to be sent to the Downlink Interface Unit through the MDM and fiber optic

network. High speed RAM memory is provided on the STANAG 3910 communication

card to permit limited buffering of the downlink data. The local processor in the
Downlink Interface Unit then reads the data from the STANAG 3910 communications

card, reformats the data and presents the data to the TAXI chip in the proper format for
downlink transmission via the C&T HRFM. With a high speed backbone, and a high
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performance localprocessor,thisdownlink communications linkconcept should be

capable of supportingdataratesapproaching thebandwidth limitsof the K_t-Band

channel. By prodding selectionof the experiment todownlink telemetrypath,under the

PEP control,the Downlink InterfaceUnit provides a high speed switching function.This

switchingfunctioncan replacethe manual point-to-pointpatching concept currently

being proposed. Ithas been suggested thata zone of exclusionrecorderbe provided

within the Downlink Interface Unit to permit data to stored and then forwarded when the

Space Station is out of telemetry range of the designated K_-Band receiving stations.

This implementation increasesthemaximum sustaineddownlink throughput rate

from any experimental package from 0.78 Mbps to 19.2Mbps. This applicationcan be

implemented with transmissionhardware which iscurrentlyavailableand has been

qualifiedto operateinan avionicsenvironment. The suggested applicationaugments,

and does not replacethecurrentDMS architecture,so thatitcan be incrementallyapplied

where downlink dataratesbeyond thecapacityof theexistingsystem must be supported.
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SECTION 3

APPLICATION OF WDM TO LOCAL AND GLOBAL BUS NETWORK
IMPROVEMENTS

This section of the report discusses the use of wavelength division multiplexing

(WDM) to improve the throughput and capacity of the local bus and global bus in the
DMS. WDM is introduced and then applied to the 3910 improved local bus discussed in

the previous section. The concept of spectral sliced WDM is described and then applied

to the global bus resulting in a four channel WDM global bus.

The SSF DMS must support on-board communications and data processing
functions over the lifetime of the platform. The two topics discussed here indicate that

the DMS local and global busses can be easily upgraded providing reserve for

unanticipated mission requirements. The global bus can be easily upgraded to a four

channel optical FDDI ring on the same fiber by additional optical transmission units.

This new technology can be added without altering the global bus fiber plant.

Wavelength division multiplexing was evaluated in this study because it uses the
wide band-width of optical fiber to provide simultaneous parallel communication paths in
a network that do not interfere with each other. In a WDMA network, the band-width of

the fiber is split into a set of discrete bands (wavelengths), and each communication path

is assigned a separate wavelength. Each wavelength is used to simultaneously carry data

throughout the interconnect network. The salient feature of WDMA networks is the
formation of an orthogonal set of discrete wavelength carriers that can be separated,

muted, and switched without interfering with each other.

A WDM network has advantages over a single channel high speed network in that

the speed of the network interface components operates at the individual channel rate
rather than the extremely high data rates required by a time division shared network.

With a WDMA network, the electronics for each node need run no faster than the burst

rate of that node, unlike conventional single-channel networks, where the electronics

operate at the aggregate burst bit rate of all the nodes. Another feature of WDMA

networks is their protocol heterogeneity. With WDM, once a connection is set up, there

is complete protocol wansparency; the network imposes no designated bit rate, framing,

coding, error correction, or any of the other functions making up the protocol stack. Pairs

of connected ports need only adhere to each other's protocols, and the network can

support different kinds of traffic concurrently.
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3.1 APPLICATION OF DUAL WAVELENGTH WDM TO IMPROVED LOCAL
BUS NETWORK

An enhancement to the 3910 improvements to the local bus discussed in section 2.2
is to add a dual wavelength capability to the 3910 fiber-optic bus. This would result in
doubling the throughput and capacity of the fiber bus. The technical feasibility of this
approach was examined during this study. The WDM approach makes use of the fiber
cable plant that would serve the high speed data path for the 3910 bus discussed in
section 2.2.2.

Standard commercial 3910 components operate at the 850 nm wavelength.
Operation at the 1310 nm wavelength in addition to 850 nm was evaluated as a part of
this study. Figure 15 illustrates the implementation of 3910 using the dual wavelength
approach in a dual redundant transmissive star topology. The dual redundant
transmissive star architecture was chosen for this evaluation based on the information

presented in section 2.2.1. As shown in the figure, each node on the network connects to
both the low speed bus and both wavelengths of the high speed bus. Each wavelength
shares the low speed 1553 bus for control and requires its own 3910 protocol processor
integrated circuit controller. The architecture requires the addition of a 50/50 optical
coupler that combines the output bus fibers of each wavelength and couples the optical
signals onto the 3910 high speed fiber bus. This coupler is in addition to the standard Y-
couplers internal to the individual network transmitter in the transmissive architecture.

The main issues of concern with this approach is the potential for cross talk
between the two wavelengths, the optical power budget required to insure reliable data

transmission, and the protocol requirements when adding a second high speed data path
to each remote terminal address. Each of these issues was evaluated and is described in

the fonowinTo sections.

3.1.1 Optical Cross-talk

The cross-talk between the two wavelengths is a concern in this application because
the sensitivity of 1300 nm optical receiver PIN photo diodes at 850 nm is only slightly
decreased compared to their sensitivity at 1300 nm. The manufacmrerlof 3910
transceivers has reported that 850 nm receivers will not be sensitive to 1300 nm signals,
but that the 1300 nm receivers will only be approximately 10 dB down at 850 nm [14].
Since the desired cross-talk level is approximately 30 dB down, the incorporation of a
long wavelength pass filter in the 1300 nm receiver is required. Figure 16 illustrates the
characteristics of the filter from reference [14]. The filter consists of a glass substrate

with a multi-layer dielectric coating deposited on one side. The coating causes an
interference of light and can reflect some wavelengths and transmit others. The filter is
inserted into the pin diode package by the manufacturer. As shown in figure 16, the filter
will pass wavelengths above 1100 nm and will solve the cross-talk concerns in the
design.

1 Litton Poly Scientific Inc.
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Figure 16. Long Wavelength Filter Characteristic

3.1.2 Optical Power Budget

The second technology issue is the availability of 1300 nm light emitting diodes
thatwillmeet theopticalpower requiredinthe3910 transmissivestararchitecture.The
3910 transceivers can be readily modified by the manufacturer 1 replacing the 850 nm
LEDs with 1310 nm LEDs. The optical output power is predicted to be -15 dBm and
includesthelossesintheintegralcouplerthatisstandardinthesetransceivers.This
valueis11 dBm lowerthantheoutputpower ofthe850 nm 3910 transceivers.The data

presentedintable4 illustratesthepower budgetforthetwo wavelengthsinthedual
wavelengthdualredundanttransmissivestararchitecture.The dataindicatesthata 24

portdualwavelengtharchitecturewould justbarelymeet opticalpower margin
considerationsusingtheLittonLED. Alternative1300 nm LEDs withhigheroptical
power areavailable[18]which isa higherpower versionoftheFDDI device2 currcndy
usedintheSSF ringconcentrator.The typicaloutputpower is-7.8d.Bm at25°C intoa
100/140opticalfiber,raisingtheopticalpower margin 10.2dB. These devicesarc
recommended inthedualwavelengthdesign.

1 LittonPolyScieatifJcInc.

2 FibetctmaInc.
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Table 4. Dual Wavelength Dual Redundant Transmissive Star 3910 Optical Power
Budget

Launch power:

(includes integral coupler)

810/1300 50/50 coupler

losses:

Star coupler splitting loss (24

port):

Star coupler excess loss:

Receiver sensitivity:

Optical Power Margin:

SS0nm 1300 nm

-4dBm -15 dBm

3dB 3dB

13.8 dB 13.8 dB

3dB 3dB

-37 dBm -38 dBm (includes

filter)

13.2 dB 3.2 dB

3.1.3 3910 Protocol Analysis

As discussed in section 2.2.2.2, the communication takes place on 3910 in a
command/response manner. An high speed data transfers arc initiated by a message
sequence on the low speed bus from the bus controller (BC) to every remote terminal
(RT). The protocol was analyzed in this study to determine a method to distinguish
message requests for the 850 nm bus from message requests for the 1310 nm bus.

The firstword transmittedon thelow speedbustoinitializethehighspeed(I-IS)
datatransferbetweena particularRT transmitterand theparticularRT receiverisa
Command Word. A singleData Word followstheCommand Word. Figure17 illustrates

theformatof theCommand Word. The particularRT isaddressedusingthefirstfive
bits.One bitisused todistinguishbetweentransmittingand receiving,theR/T bit.The
fivebitsub-addressfieldisusedtodistinguishbetweencommands forthelow speedbus
and thehighspe_ bus. Ina typical3910 systema singlesub-addressvalue,i.e.26, is
usedtodistinguishdatatransfercommands fortheHS datatransfers.The Data Word
thatfollowsa Command Word which hasitssub-addressfieldsetword isknown asthe

HS ActionWord and specifiesthetypeofcommand fortheHS bus.
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Bit

Figure 17. 3910 HS Command Word Definition

Commands for the second wavelength can be distinguished from the fwst

wavelength by using a different sub-address value in the sub-address field. 3910

specifies that the sub-addresses may be assigned under control of the system manager.
Each of the two wavelengths will require a 3910 protocol processor chip,. This is

because although the chip set sub-address field is programmable, the chip set was

designed to process only one address at a time.

3.1.4 Hardware Availability

As a part of this study Litton Poly Scientific, the manufacturer of 3910 interface

cards, was contacted [14] for pricing and availability of 810 and 1300 nm 3910

transmission equipment. Fiber optic transceivers are commercially available that meet

the 3910 reflective star topology at 810 rim. The devices cost $2230 in small quantities,

weight 62-65 grams, and consume 3.02 watts. A similar transceiver at 1300 nm is
available and costs $2530 in small quantities. These devices have an integral coupler for

the reflective star topology included. A lower power version that consumes 2.07 watts is

under development and will be available in the summer of 1993.

An additional pair of circuit cards are available [14] that can be used in a test-bed

for 3910 810 and 1300 nm system transmission tests. Section 4 discusses test-bed

options in more detail.

3.2 APPLICATION OF SPECTRAL SLICED TECHNOLOGY TO THE DMS
GLOBAL BUS NETWORK

The process of selecting segments of the LED spectrum through filtering is known

as spectral slicing and has previously been examined for a number of point-to-point
wavelength mnltiplexing/demultiplexing applications [ 15,16,17]. The spectral-sliced

process employs the broad optical spectrum of LEDs and the bandpass filtering
characteristics of a wavelength division multiplexer (WDM) to establish unique output

wavelength channels. Each output wavelength is used to simultaneously carry data

throughout the interconnect network. Spectral slicing was chosen for this study because

it provides a low-cost WDM approach using reliable devices that are reasonably

insensitive to temperature variations.
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3.2.1 Optical Spectral Slicing Concept

Figure 18 illustrates the spectral slicing concept for a four channel WDM approach.

Each of the LED sources shown in the figure has an identical optical output emission

spectrum. The output of each source is connected to a WDM input. Gating logic is
included to select the LED source used to transmit the serial TDM data stream. As each

source is enabled, the filtering characteristics of the WDM device produces a slice of that

source's spectrum on the WDM output fiber. The figure illustrates transmission using

only the second LED. The corresponding "slice" is shown shaded on the right side of the

figure. Simply by selecting the first, second, third, or fourth LEDs to transmit the data,

the f'u'st, second, third, or fourth slices are produced at the output of the transmit module.
In the case where the data is transmitted on each slice simultaneously (multi-cast mode),

all four peaks would be shown shaded.

Wavelenath Selective
Optic3tl Source

 t"ar

J

Address

LEDs

no

]
8

Wavelength (nanometers)

Figure 18. Spectral Sliced Wavelength Division Multiplexing Concept

Figure 19 illustrates the GRIN rod lens and grating used in the WDM device. The
WDM is a standard off-the-shelf Littrow device 1 employing a grin rod lens, prism, and

blazed grating [19,20]. A multi-wavelength signal on the upper fiber will be collimated

by the GRIN rod lens and strike the grating. Different wavelengths are reflected back

through the lens and are focused on separate output fibers. The device parameters
determine the width and center wavelength of each channel.

The temperature sensitivity studies of these devices have been examined in [21].

Two manufacturing techniques exist for GRIN rods lens fabrication: temperature

dependent ion exchange/diffusion and a Sol-Gel process that uses an acid etch during gel

phase prior to consolidation of the rod at over 1250 *C. Both devices have been tested
from -5 °C to =550 *C. Below 250 *C both devices showed no variations in spot size and

1 LittonPoly Scientific Inc.
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shifting in position, but above 250 °C the devices manufactured using the ion exchange

fabrication process exhibited variations in spot size and shifting in position. Sandia
National Laboratories have tested [21] both devices for radiation resistance and showed

the Sol-Gel GRIN rod lenshave an orderof magnitude more radiationresistancethan ion

exchange GRIN rod lens.

Blazed reflective

diffraction grating

I
1/4 pitch Graded-index (GRIN) -I_ Glass I

rod Lens prism I

Figure 19. Wavelength Division Multiplexer and Demultiplexer, Littrow Design

A fourchannel WDM and a setof fourFDDI LEDs were used toevaluatea four

channel FDDI globalbus architecturein thisstudy forthe DMS. The architectureof the

DMS was evaluated in order to determine if it would support the components required to

implement a four channel WDM system. The assumptions made during this architecture

analysiswere thatthe existingDMS interfacesbetween theringconcentratorsand the
SDP units would remain identical and that the existing FDDI protocol and cable plant

would be retained. In order to retain the interfaces, a front end filter is required at every

node thatwillprovide a connection forup to fourusers,one per wavelength channel.

The DMS ringconcentrators,when used in the multi-wavelengtharchitecture,willhave

to bc re,designed toaccommodate simultaneous regenerationof each of the four

wavelength channels. Figure 20 illustratesthe fourwavelength WDM system appliedto

thecore FDDI DMS globalbus includingthe frontend node filterunitsand redesigned

ringconcentrator.
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Figure 20. Spectral Sliced Four-wavelength FDDI DMS Global Bus

The DMS ring concentrator as currently designed is illustrated in figure 21. The
DMS ring concentrator includes an optical signal regeneration funcdon for user ports 1, 4

and 8. When the device attach signal from a user port is absent, the optical signal

regenerator receives and re-transmits the signal. In the case where a user is attached to

the port, the optical signal regenerator is bypassed.

The optical signal regeneration function in the redesigned ring concentrator is

illustrated in figure 22. The optical signal regenerators divide the composite WDM

signal into its appropriate slices prior to optical reception and re-transmission. The re-

wansmitted signals are combined into the composite WDM signal for transmission to the

optical bypass switch in the FDDI ring.
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Thenodefalter block diagram is illustrated in figure 23. In a similar manner to the
optical signal regenerators in the redesigned ring concentrator, the node f'dter units divide
the composite WDM signal into its appropriate slices prior to optical reception. The four
electrical switches are controlled by the appropriate user device attach signal. When the
device attach signal from a user port is absent, the node falter unit re-transmits the signal.
In the case where a user is attached to a port, the signal is re-transmitted to the user.
Signals received from the users are received and re-transmitted. The re-transmitted
signals are combined into the composite WDM signal for transmission to the ring
concentrator in the FDDI ring. Note that the functions included in the node f'flter units
could be combined with the redesigned ring concentrator functions which will result in

decreasing the amount of new hardware and power required in the SSF DMS. The
architecture is shown broken up into two units for ease of understanding.

_M _a _n _N

(Idultl-
p_nxlng)

To J_

Figure 23. Four Wavelength Filter/regenerator

3.2.2 Optical Power Budget

This section describes a series of measurements and simulation results using several
LEDS and a WDM device from Litton Poly-Scientific in the four-channel FDDI system.
The simulations are used to examine the optical power margin that can be achieved using
the WDM technique in the FDDI ring.
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Four LED sources were examined as candidates for spectral slicing in the DMS.
These devices are the ELED used in the Fibercom FDDI transmitter currently produced

for the U. S. Navy SAFENET program and ARINC 636, the 1A248 and the 1A275

produced by ABB HAFO Inc. of Sweden and the BT&D 1040 produced by BT&D
Technologies. The characteristics of the latter three devices were measured in the
MFFR£ Optical Communications Laboratory. The Fibercom device data was estimated
from reference [18]. Figures 24, 25, 26, and 27 describe the coupled power versus

wavelength characteristics of these devices.
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Figure 24. Fibercom FDDI Device Spectrum
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Figure 27. BT&D 1040 Device Spectrum

The Fibercom LED, as shown in figure 24, has a full width half maximum

(FWHM) of approximately 149 nanometers [18]. These devices cost about $100 each, in

volume greater than 100 units [22]. The measured average output optical power of this

device is specified and measured by the manufacturer at -7.8 dBm [18] when coupled
into a 1001140 micron fiber at a modulation rate of 125 Mb/s.

The ABB HAFO 1A248, as shown in figure 25, has a full width half maximum

(FWHM) of approximately 150 nanometers. These devices cost about $67 each, in
volume greater than 100 units. The measured average output optical power of this device

was -11.7 dBm when coupled into a 100/140 micron fiber at a modulation rate of 125
Mb/s.

The ABB HAFO 1A275, as shown in figure 26, has a full width half maximum

(FWHM) of approximately 150 nanometers. These devices cost about $57 each, in

volume greater than 100 units. The measured average output optical power of this device

was -13.2 dBm when coupled into a 100/140 micron fiber at a modulation rate of 125
Mb/s.

The fourth LED device measured was a BT&D 1040. This device, as shown in

figure 27, has a WHM of about 100 nanometers. This device was able to couple -13.7
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dBm into a 100/140 micron fiber at a modulation rate of 125 Mb/s. These devices cost

about $98 each, in volume greater than 100 units.

When the spectrum of the BT&D device and the 1A275 is compared with the
Fibercom and the 1A248 device it can be seen that the coupled power, over the entire

spectrum of interest, favors the latter two devices.

The WDM device examination undertaken in this study involved measurements of

a WDM built by Litton Poly-Scientific of Blacksburg, Virginia. The device was

designed to support four channels and was implemented with 62.5/125 micron input

fibers and a 62.5/125 micron output fiber. Figure 28 describes the characteristics of the
Litton Grin Rod WDM device number 103, as measured in the MITRE Optical

Communications Laboratory. This device is designed with a falter b'WHM value of 9

nanometers with the wavelength filter peaks on 20 nanometer centers. This device is not
suitable for the DMS because it was manufactured for 62.5/125 optical fiber. Since

narrow slices were used, the device would incur power losses in excess of optical

margins required on SSF. The manufacturer provided measured data from a similar

device that could be built using 100/140 optical fiber. Figure 29 describes the
characteristics of this device.
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Figure 28. Litton # 103 WDM Device Characteristics
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Figure 29. Litton 1001140 WDM Device Characteristics

The analysis of the four wavelength WDM was then extended to examine the

application of the four LED sources sliced through two Litton WDM filters. These tests
were used to obtain a feel for the cross-talk and distribution loss. The first f'flter, the

multiplexing filter, slices the selected LED input spectrum into the selected optical

spectral components. The second falter, the demultiplexer filter, separates the composite

signal back into the original optical spectrum components and steers this information to

the correct receiver port. The input or multiplex filter is termed the WDM and the

demultiplexing or output filter is referred to as the WDDM or demultiplexing WDM
fdter.
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The calculated result of cascading two Litton filters together with the spectrum of a
Fibercom LED applied is shown in figure 30. In this diagram the upper curve represents

the applied optical spectrum from the LED source. The average applied optical power
for this application was -7.8 dBm with a modulated data rate of 125 Mb/s.
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Figure 30. Fibercom/WDM Device Characteristics
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Thecalculatedresultof cascadingtwo Litton f'dterstogetherwith the spectrum of
an ABB HAFO 1A248 LED applied is shown in figure 31. In this diagram the upper
curve represents the applied optical spectrum from the LED source. The average applied
optical power for this application was -11.7 dBm with a modulated data rate of 125 Mb/s.
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Figure 31. IA248/WDM Device Characteristics
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Thecalculated result of cascading two Litton filters together with the spectrum of
an ABB HAFO 1A275 LED applied is shown in figure 32. In this diagram the upper
curve represents the applied optical spectrum from the LED source. The average applied
optical power for this application was -13.2 dBm with a modulated data rate of 125 Mb/s.
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Figure 32. 1A275/WDM Device Characteristics
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Thecalculatedresultof cascadingtwo Litton filters together with the spectrum of
an the BT&D LED applied is shown in figure 33. In this diagram the upper curve

represents the applied optical spectrum from the LED source. The average applied
optical power for this application was -13.7 dBm with a modulated data rate of 125
Mbps.

As shown in figure 33, the spectral plot of the source is much narrow than any of
the three previous LEDs. The rapid narrowing of the LED spectrum along with the low
optical output power leads to the worst case power available to the FDDI receiver if this
LED were used in a four channel FDDI system. Based on the data shown here, this LED
would not be recommended in the design.
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3.2.3 Optical Cross-talk

Each of the four simulations indicate that the cross-talk as defined by the average

optical power of the signal from the adjacent channel, appearing in the channel under
examination, is below measurement value. This is due to the spacing of the WDM

channels. The WDM devices could be made with wider channels and still have very low

cross-talk but this would require a fatter fiber. The very low cross-talk indicates that the

34 nm channel spacing could be decreased and all the channels shifted so that a fifth

channel could possibly be accommodated under the LED spectrum, particularly when

considering using the Fibercom LED.

3.2.4 Optical Power Budget Analysis

The calculated average optical power at the output of the WDDM for each of the

four wavelength channels after losses due to slicing in the WDM and insertion losses in
the WDDM are taken into account determines the feasibility of the system. The data

presented in table 5 illustrates the power budget for the worst case channel of the four

wavelengths for each type of LED. The data indicates that a four wavelength architecture

would just barely meet optical power margin considerations using the ABB/HAFO

device and the BT&D device but that the higher optical power are available with the

Fibercom LED would raise the optical power margin to 7.4 dB. These devices would be

recommended in the four wavelength FDDI design.

Table 5. Optical Power Budget for Four Wavelength FDDI Architecture

Launch power:

WDM Slicing Loss:

WDDM Insertion

Loss:

FDDI Receiver

Sensitivity:

Optical Power

Mar_in:

Fibercom

-7.8 dBm

14.4 dB

4.6rib

-34 dBm

7.4 dB

1A248
-11.7 dBm

14.2 dB

4.6 dB

-34 dBm

3.5 dB

-13.2 dBm

14.8 dB

4.7 dB

-34 dBm

2.6 dB

BT&D

-13.7 dBm

17.2 dB

4.6dB

-34 dBm

-1.5 dB
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SECTION 4

RECOMMENDATIONS

Figure 34 illustrates a test-bed scenario recommended for evaluation of the 3910

applicability to the SSF DMS. The test scenario shown here takes advantage of 3910 test
circuit cards available from Litton Poly-Scientific Inc.

Bus _
Twmiml Temlnai

_h S_m_ _ CMn_

Figure 34. 3910 Recommended Test-Bed

There are two pieces to the Litton test system available for this testbed

implementation. Figure 35 illustrates a 3910 test board available from Litton Inc. that
could be used to examine the available optical power budget, 3910 protocol issues, and

verification of throughput rates for various DMS scenarios. A second test circuit card is

inserted into the PC bus to provide an interface between the external 3910 circuit card

and the PC. This configuration was initially designed to support temperature and

pressure tests of the 3910 components. The circuit cards cost approximately $9200 for

the pair. Litton is also able to offer the 3910 test circuit card in a 810 nm and 1300 nm
version, permitting testing of the dual wavelength WDM implementation. These circuit

cards would cost approximately $9700.
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Figure 35. HS 3910 RT PC Test Board

These circuit cards would be adequate to test the 3910 operation and the dual

wavelength 3910 operation in the NASA AMES test-bed but since the board does not

include recommended 1300 nm LED that is available from Fibercom, a separate board

should be procured with the recommended LED device inserted in the high speed
channel.

This test-bed would be used to test the effectiveness of 3910 as an augment of the

existing DMS local busses. The software hooks that must be placed in the existing DMS

software and the hardware scarsneeded in SSF to support3910 can be determined using

the test-bed.The opticalpowcr margins would be examined todetermine ifthemultiple

connectors inSSF could be supported. The effectof reducing the system bottlenecks

could be examined using the test-bed.

The simulationsforthe WDM FDDI network discussedinsection3.2 indicatedthat

theopticalcomponents existtosupportthe fourchannels. Itisrecommended that

prototypehardware be procured toconstructa spectralslicedimplementation of thc four

channel FDDI ringnetwork inorder to verifythe analysispresentedinthisreport.The

WDM FDDI network, ifproven feasible,could be used toextend the capacityof the
DMS FDDI test-bedas well asother NASA installations.
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SECTION 5

CONCLUSIONS

This study has evaluated and recommended a low risk design methodology to

permit the local bus structures to support increase data carrying capacities and to speed

messages and data flow between nodes or stations on the Space Station's Data

Management System in anticipation of growing requirements. The recommended design

employs a collateral fiber optic technique that follows an avionic standard developed for

the European Fighter Aircraft Program. Application of this process will permit a

potential 25 fold increase in data wansfer performance on the local bus networks used in

Space Station Freedom. This concept overlays the current local wire bus network with a
fiber optic network, maintaining the functionality of the low speed bus and supporting all
of the redundant transmission and fault detection capabilities designed into the existing

system.

This study also examined the application of wavelength division multiplexing

(WDM) technology to both the local data bus and global data bus segments of the Data

Management System to support anticipated additional high speed data transmission

requirements. Techniques were examined to provide a dual wavelength implementation
of the fiber optic collateral networks. This dual wavelength implementation would

permit each local bus to support two simultaneous high speed transfers on the same fiber

optic bus structure and operate within the limits of the existing protocol standard. A
second WDM study examined the use of spectral sliced technology to provide a four fold

increase in the FDDI global bus networks without requiring modifications to the existing

installed cable plant. Computer simulations presented in this study indicated that this

data rate improvement can be achieved with commercially available optical components.
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